
The PSC is not
some union out
there—it is our
union. During this
contract fight,
we must win
better working
conditions and
pay for
ourselves.

The way to do
that is through
bottom-up
organizing.
Which involves 
all of us.

What's on the table?

53k take-home
pay*

We've been asking those at the
GC what they'd like to see in the

next contract. This is what
they've said: 

Full funding for those
who want it

  Protections against
workload creep

All compensation,
including stipends and

STEM funding, in
contract

System to penalize 
 CUNY when it pays

workers late

Do you have a workplace
issue? Are you experiencing
overwork, the withholding of
wages, or other problems? 

Zoe Hu, GC, Chair 
zzoehhu@gmail.com

Sofya Aptekar, SLU, Vice Chair
sofya.aptekar@gmail.com

Giacomo Bianchino, GC, Part-timer
Liaison
giacomobianchino1992@gmail.com

Evan Rothman, GC, Grievance
Counselor
evansrothman@gmail.com

Hanna Goldberg, GC, Grievance
Counselor
hannagoldberg@gmail.com

Just want to just say hi?
psccunygc@gmail.com

@psccunygc on Twitter

Clearer contract language
on work expectations

*The MIT Living Wage
Calculator has calculated

53k to be the living wage in
Manhattan

What do you think about
these demands?



To get a contract, the PSC sends a
bargaining committee to negotiate
with CUNY. 

There are not many workers
from the GC on the committee.

As a union, we must fight for 
the best contract possible.

We build the union together. 
Get involved by scanning the QR
code and signing up for tabling
sessions, so you can talk to other
GC workers about the contract. 

Or host a PSC event at the GC. We
will provide budget support for
departmental mixers and events
where members talk to each other
about work and contract concerns.
Write us at psccunygc@gmail.com!

Inflation is
hurting us

One—Push the PSC's
bargaining team to advocate
for our chapter and voice our
demands

The Two
Steps

Forward

Two—Push CUNY to give us
what we demand in the
contract.

Get involved

CUNY
bureaucracy
is hurting us

The PSC
must fight
back

We must make sure the
committee hears our demands.


